Transmission and electromodulated transmission spectra have been measured in the direct Wannier exciton region for Tlcl and T18r. The spectra were obtained at a sample temperature between 5 and 6 K for a range of applied electric fields. The data have been reduced to obtain the electric-field-induced changes in the dielectric function and compared in detail to the calculations of Blossey 
The limits of integration spanned the direct bandgap exciton region since contributions fromother regions are expected to be negligible. Equation (3) was derived from the Kramers-Kronig phase shift formula" and the integration was performed by computer. The partial derivative expressions were derived from standard thin-film formulas. "
The 6&, and Ae, spectra were calculated from
The T(hv, g) and hT/T(hv, g) spectra were re- Fig, 3 by calculating the energy spacing from the~=1 peak using the reported exciton tra also show the peak broadening and attenuation effect of the field below n =~a nd the higher photon energy oscillations. A small amount of peak shifting of uncertain orgin occurs in the hc, spectra relative to the aT/T spectra for features associated with the hydrogenic exciton states. In all cases these shifts are small fractions of the linewidths of the unmodulated spectra. Fig. 10 . AZ, /R is defined in Fig. 9 , g is the electric field calcula- Figure 11 shows the 6&, and 6&, experimental peak heights plotted on the ordinates as a function of the effective field. The various peak heights, denoted by the letter h with different subscripts, are defined in Fig. 9 . The calculated Ae, curve F)G. gl. Experimental peak heights for the 6&f and &e2 spectra plotted as a function of applied effective field, as described in the text. The ordinate labels are defined in Fig. 9 
